
 

 

‘Skrzynecki’s poetry explores the continual search for understanding and contentment.’ 
Discuss. 
 
In Peter Skrzynecki’s anthology, Old/New World, the poet recounts migration from war-torn 
Europe, westward expansion into Australian and Skrzynecki’s personal journey from innocent 
simplicity to experienced maturity .The poet scrutinises the notions of belonging, genuine 
satisfaction and gratitude of life and ones pursuing of spiritual fulfilment through consideration 
of their lineage and evaluation the natural world.  
 
The poet sheds light on the emotionally arduous migrational journey from their homes in war-
torn Europe. The diaspora which has spread from Europe to various parts of the world and 
their conflicting sentiments as they come to terms with their mental anguish and requisites of 
attaining a sense of belonging and security. Significantly, the poem in ‘Immigrants at Central 
Station’, the migrants are confronted by a sense of sadness as ‘it was sad to hear / the train’s 
whistle this morning’. The onomatopoeic word itself resonates the zal of the migrants, that is to 
say their immense sorrow and desolation. Despite this melancholy, this migration is 
bittersweet as made apparent in the poem ‘Migrant Hostel’ as the migrants apprehend that they 
are abandoning  ‘the hunger and hate’ which torments them.  The intensity of these agonizing 
events is augmented by the alliteration of the aspirated ‘h’ sounds, which reflect the distressing 
process of recalling these disturbing scenes, which mar their minds. Their uncertainty and 
restlessness is underscored through the present participles ‘wondering’ and ‘sensing’ which 
mimics their unease and this is amplified in ‘Immigrants at Central Station’ ‘time waited 
anxiously with (them)’.  This personification of time amplifies the apprehension and the 
regular, short and sharp sounding consonants echoes the sustained movement of time and thus 
building a sense of tension and disquietude, which the migrants emanate.  As these 
disheartened individuals fathom the accumulation of sensations which stir within, they begin to 
realise that they must come to terms with their emotions and the approach which they take is 
illuminated as ‘Nationalities sought / each other instinctively - / like a homing pigeon’. This has 
a dual effect as the likening of these individuals to birds not only exemplifies their natural 
tendency and attraction to those alike to themselves, which is emphasised by the caesura, in an 
attempt to locate themselves as in order to ascertain a sense of belonging. Paradoxically, this 
avian imagery also exacerbates the migrants lack of certainty and control as unlike birds which 
can liberally fly to their habitats, the migrants are unable to return to their homes have nothing 
promising to offer. Subsequently, they come to the realisation that their ‘lives had only begun / 
or were dying’. This encapsulates that the migrants became aware that they must renouncing 
their cultural past and assimilate to the Australian way of life. Therefore, through the migration 
experience, the individuals seek comfort and a rightful place by coming to the cognizance that 
they must forgo their pasts in order to forge a newfound sense of belonging. 
 
Similar to the sense of realisation of the migrants, Skrzynecki portrays himself as the 
archetypal child who is innocent and somewhat ignorant as he probes the notion of 
contentment, and sense of belonging, which is emanated by his parents.  As a young child,  in 
‘Feliks Skrzynecki’, the filial bond is established as Skrzynecki refers to his father as ‘My gentle 
father’ the personal pronoun accentuates the childlike  display of admiration and affection.  
This veneration for his father is further postulated as Skrzynecki states that ‘five years of forces 
labour …/ did not dull the softness of his blue eyes’.  Thus, the poet underscores that his great 
humanity that is reflected in the weighty and potent ‘d’ sounds cannot be extinguished by the 
brutal treatment which is imitated by the fricative ‘f’ sounds.  The poet exemplifies his fathers 
stoic fortitude as ‘(he) never once heard / hi complain of work, the weather / or pain’. This is 
testament to his love and deep gratitude of simply being and the jaunty rhythm resonates his 
quiet resolve which insinuates that his resilience allows him to thrive in the world. This is a 
concept which the guileless child struggles to comprehend as he ‘often wondered how he 
existed’ in this enduring and resilient manner.  Moreover, there is a sense of longing and 



 

 

wistfulness as he recalls that his father was ‘happy as  (he) has never been’, thereby the poet 
implies that his father was content despite the trials and tribulations of life and significantly, 
Skrzynecki underscores the satisfaction which his father savours in this new society and 
associates a sense of awe as he seeks a sense of self-discovery and understanding in life. By the 
same token, Skryzynecki’s mother also mirrors this as in the poem ‘Roses’, this is expressed 
unambiguously as ‘she was content’. Therefore, Skrzynecki displays great reverence and 
marvels both his parents who mutually share a sense of fulfilment in life despite the adversities 
of life.  In addition, his parents are also deeply rooted culturally with strong ties to their 
European heritage as in ’10 Mary Street’ they ‘kept pre-war Europe alive / with photographs 
and letters, heated discussions / and embracing gestures’. However, in ‘Feliks Skrzynecki’ it is 
made clear that the poet believes that they interacted ‘too violently’, emotionally and excitable. 
This is allusive to the divide of culture between the poet and his parents. Thereby, this is 
suggestive of Skrzynecki’s lact of cultural belonging in contract to his parents who are well 
grounded and aware of their ethnic situation. Therefore, the young and inexperience 
Skrzynecki grapples the idea of contentment manifested by his parents and observes their 
cultural place as throughout this period of boyhood he attempts to ascertain a stronger sense of 
self-identity and mould his stance in the world.  
 
As Skrzynecki evolves as an individual, whilst searching for a sense of individuality he delves 
into both his ancestral lineage and genuine appreciation of the natural world in order to attain 
a spiritual notion of belonging and fulfilment. This is made clear in ‘Ancestors’ as the title of this 
poem suggests, the persona is questioning his forbearers. This supported by majority of the 
stanzas being an interrogative. The poet questions ‘Who are these shadows / what hang over 
you in a dream?’, the poet intimates that there is a  degree of remoteness between himself and 
the looming presence of his forefathers.  The idea of reconciliation of one’s past in order to 
move forwards is espoused as the poet poses the question ‘Where do they point to / from the 
circle around you - / to what star / do their footprints lead?’. This highlights the poets attempt 
of seeking guidance and ruminates whether they are capable of offering him something 
substantial. Therefore, the poet explores the idea that one’s future is inextricably intertwined 
with their past, and thus he consults his ancestors in order to further his self-understanding.  In 
addition to this, Skrzynecki gains an understanding of his place and belonging through a deep 
appreciation of the beauty of the natural world in his lyrical piece, ‘A New England Morning’.  
This thorough admiration of nature is manifested as he observes the ‘dewdrops’, ‘frost’, ‘moss 
and lichens’. His remarks about the minutiae of nature is representative of his  profound 
approbation of the intricacies of the pastoral scene.  Moreover, his descriptions of ‘a dog’s 
barking runs across the year’ and ‘the sky wears a crystal silence’ are highly evocative examples 
of synaesthesia that reflect his heartfelt evaluation of the natural world.  Therefore, he attempts 
to procure spiritual fulfilment through acknowledgement of his progenitors and through his 
fine appraisal of the intricate details of the bucolic high-country.  
 
Ultimately, throughout Skrzynecki’s oeuvre his explores the journey of one’s gradual pursuing 
of solace,  place, and identity throughout  the passage of life and notably in relation to acting on 
ones emotions due to displacement, grasping the contentment of others and the attempt to 
ascertain a spiritual fulfilment through contemplation of the past which is interwoven with 
one’s present and a genuine  appraisal of the surrounding nature. It is through these aspects 
that the poet begins to forged a sense of belonging, well-being and orientation in the every 
altering world.  
  
 
 

 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PLANNING: 
Seeking a sense of belonging and comfort: Immigration experience: 
- The migrant experience is one of gradual realisation as they come to terms with their anguish 

and become aware of what is required of them in order to find a position of comfort and 
belonging  

- IACS- ‘It was sad to hear / the train’s whistle this morning’ – the language itself replicates the 
wailing of the individuals  

- MH: ‘wondering’ ‘sensing’ ‘unaware’ – uncertainty   
- ‘time waited anxiously with us’  
- They had to deal with their emotions of zal  
- MH: ‘Nationalities sought / each other out instinctively - / like a homing pigeon’ 
- they were aware that they needed to abandon their past lives and adapt ‘lives / that had only begun 

/ or were slowly dying’ 
 
Appraisal of parent’s contentment: 
- Skrzynecki who as a child was innocent and did not understand the notion of contentment and 

satisfaction that was displayed by his parents.  
*My fathers hammer- fathers contentment 
- Explores the idea of contentment through his father’s positive attitude to life  
- ‘only kept pace with the Joneses / of his own mind’s making-‘ 
- ‘I often wondered how he existed’  
- ‘five years of forced labour… Did not dull the softness of his blue eyes’  
- ‘I never once heard him complain of the work, the weather / Or pain’ 
- ‘they dug out cancer out of his foot/ His comment was ‘but I’m alive’  

 
*Roses- mothers contentment  
 
Parents share a cultural belonging: ‘kept pre-war Europe alive / with photographs and letters, 
heated discussions / and embracing gestures’.  
 
Seeks spiritual fulfilment:   
Skzynecki begins to question his place of belonging both through his ancestral lineage and through a 
genuine appreciation of the natural world 
Ancestral: Ancestors- the past and present are inextricably intertwined and one cannot establish 
themselves without consulting their past and forbearers  
Nature: ANEM 
- nature’s minutiae, synaesthesia  



 

 

 
In Feliks Skrzynecki- fathers contentment  
 


